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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again an inspiration, based on the words of True Father:
True Father: "When you become a person who creates a heartistic relationship even with your enemies
you can restore history and be resurrected." [1]
Such a statement is indeed revolutionary in today's world. People are used to hate and resent those that do
not like them. Certainly there is no concept of loving the enemy. That is rather seen as pointless or weak.
From God's viewpoint things however look very different. God sees from the viewpoint of true love, and
in the context of true love it is normal to love everyone, even the enemy.
We are living in the world of barriers, conflicts and wars because people act on their fallen nature, not
following the greatest universal value, true love.
In order to establish the ideal world of peace and love God needs a whole movement that focuses on the
practice of true love:

True Father: "If you have such great love that you can love even your enemy, that power will melt
everything. God needs a movement that can melt the wrong world down and change it into the right one."
[2]
In order to effectively participate in the true love movement we need to seriously revolutionize our love.
We need to raise the standard of our love by training our heart in daily life, with the people that we
encounter. We need to live very consciously, always analyzing our inner self to figure out if what we say
or do or even think is in line with true love or is based on fallen nature. That means we need to always
check our motivation very carefully. We need to always ask ourselves:
Is our motivation to be a blessing to others, or do we try to get something out of them? Are we really
unconditional not expecting anything in return? If people hurt us, do we fight back, try to justify
ourselves, or do we bite our tongue and embrace them, no matter what? If people put us down, ignore us
or treat us bad in other ways, do we try to be a blessing for them anyway, forgetting what they have said
or done, forgiving them and trying to give back goodness? If people are not the way we like them to be,
do we focus on changing them, maybe even forcefully, or do we focus on changing our heart towards
them, respecting and embracing them the way they are?
We need to always check if our inner heart is in line with divine love. And then we need to make the
necessary changes along the way. If we go through this process very consciously, we will see ourselves
growing step by step, even to the point of being able to love the so called enemy. This is our own
resurrection, and at the same time we help our ancestors and other spirits to get restored to their original
self, together with us.
Doing all this, we will bring God's Kingdom into our heart. At the same time we are establishing God's
and True Parents' tradition of love on this earth. And we will certainly bring God down into our life, more
and more:
True Father: "Once you have true love in your hands, you have absolutely everything else in the
universe." [3]
Love from Bruno
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